Count Things from Photos: the must-have counting app for businesses

Count Things from Photos is an app that automatically counts objects from your photos at the
push of a button.
Tuesday, February 5th, 2021 – This app revolutionizes inventory using Computer Vision, an AI field that
trains computers to interpret and understand the visual world. While widely used in the manufacturing
field for counting products such as bars, tubes and scaffolding, Count Things from Photos has applications
in a variety of other fields such as:
• Warehousing - for optimized logistics;
• Health care & medical - for vials, pills and even tools;
• Farming - for plants and livestock.

How does it work?
The app uses Counting Templates that are trained for a specific object, like pipes, bars or vials. Once the
template is chosen the app will accurately detect the objects the user needs to count.
Watch the demo video and our step-by-step guide here:
https://countthings.com/en/how-it-works-mobile-devices
If the results are not 100% accurate a support team is available to work with the user to improve the
Counting Template. Alternatively, Count Things can create new Counting Templates based on real images
provided by the user, to perfectly match their needs.
We bring Computer Vision technology to practical use. With our counting apps, you count faster and easier.
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Key Features
•
•
•

•
•

Platforms - the app is available on iOS, Android and Windows and can be downloaded from app
markets or directly from the developer’s website here: https://countthings.com/en/#download
Business integration - Multiple images can be processed from camera feeds or from existing
folders, automating the quantification and verification process.
Forms - results can be customized with details such as product ID, category, checklists, or
attributes (volume, diameter, etc.) The data can be saved on the user’s device, sent via e-mail,
uploaded to a database or to an external web service.
Database integration - the results can also be uploaded to a cloud service (like Dropbox, Google
Drive or Microsoft One Drive) or downloaded to a device.
Online or offline - once the license is activated and Counting Templates downloaded, CountThings
can run offline or in an intranet environment, making it both secure and usable when connectivity
is unavailable.

Count Thing from Photos: Beyond the business
‘The Count Things from Photos app is so much more than a productivity tool for businesses.
Count Things is a tight knit community, and we understand how the current pandemic is challenging our
way of life. To be part of the global effort we have created a free demo Counting Template for COVID-19
vaccine vials to aid medical professionals.’

About the Company
CountThings by Dynamic Ventures is a family of
desktop and mobile applications that use
computer vision to automate counting items
from photos, in a wide range of fields and
industries such as manufacturing, commercial,
medical, constructions, agricultural or timber.

For more information please visit our website
www.countthings.com

Dynamic Ventures has been at the forefront of
innovative custom software development since
1986, with offices in Silicon Valley, Romania, and
Vietnam. The teams work closely with the
clients, often becoming in effect, part of their
company for the duration of the project.
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